Question

Your response

Question 1: Do you agree that a new
regulatory framework for Public Service
Media (PSM) delivery should support a more
flexible ‘service neutral’ delivery approach
that is more outcomes focused?

Yes in principle but much tougher penalties.
I do not trust the BBC, too dated, too biased,
very one sided reporting.

Question 2: Do you agree with our proposals
for a clear accountability framework?

Yes

Question 3: What do you think should be
included in the PSM ‘offer’?

The BBC still lives in the 1950s with scandalous
payscales, rampant inequality, a military like
structure and behaviour, outrageous expense
accounts, relies heavily on repeats and very old /
long running shows, blatant harassment of
people of don’t own TV for licence fee. Too much
dominance and control over many channels and
frequencies. Should be scaled down drastically
and stripped of the license fee – laughable in
todays hi tech diverse media landscape.
Broadcast time, channels and frequencies made
available to private sector and new broadcasters.

Question 4: What options do you think we
should consider on the terms of PSM
availability?

TV based framework and focus must go, so old
fashioned now and declining. PSM must broaden
to include the now wide range of delivery
vehicles and content.

Question 5: What are the options for future
funding of PSM and are there lessons we can
learn from other countries’ approaches?

Basic funding from treasury only for basic set of
services. No license fees. Review of use of Public
especially in light of suggested large export
revenue.
If BBC staff want to make films, major TV series
etc then move to the private sector.

Question 6: What do you think about the
opportunities for collaboration we have
referred to? Are there other opportunities or
barriers we haven’t identified?

Not convinced about this. Blurry lines between
PSB and private sector almost certainly leading
to poor value for the tax payer,

double/triple/quadruple taxation and payment
for the same product.

Question 7: What are your views on the
opportunities for new providers of PSM?

New providers currently face many barriers not
least dominance of parochial, biased and out
dated BBC. Should be many more opportunities
in broadcast time made available to private
sector and new broadcasters.

